Corporate Solutions
SYSPRO for Manufacturers & Distributors

SYSPRO – Quality Focused on the Customer
The customer is the ultimate judge of a company’s values and products. The growing SYSPRO
customer base and high customer retention rates are ongoing validations of the quality products
and principles which have exemplified the company since its inception more than a quarter of a
century ago.
Our overriding goal is to simplify all aspects of administrating, integrating, deploying and
using our software. Simplicity is a strategic objective supporting the SYSPRO promise to our
customers.
SYSPRO remains a dedicated, independent company that continues to focus on customer
satisfaction. Early on, SYSPRO realized that success is predicated on more than offering a leading
edge product. Every member of the SYSPRO team is steeped in the traditions of honest and open
communications, being proactive and reliable, and most importantly, responsive. SYSPRO is a
“world-class” software provider – a designation earned through outstanding levels of service and
ongoing innovation that positively impact the customer.
SYSPRO is distinguished by our commitment to providing enterprise software solutions that are
established and proven, but at the same time are designed to support the vision into the future.
This outlook is reflected in our customer landscape, which we’ve identified as “PragmaVision.”™
It’s the place in technology where the pragmatic meets the visionary, and it’s where SYSPRO
is focused.
Over the years, SYSPRO has gained industry recognition for expert knowledge and having
one of the world’s most effective development teams. Consistent growth, upgrades, pertinent
releases and a strong relationship with both customers and business partners, contribute to the
company’s high degree of financial stability. Customers buying SYSPRO solutions are buying
technology and a long-term relationship that continues to provide significant value.
Through our 30-year relationship with thousands of customers in over 60 countries, SYSPRO
has recognized that every customer is unique and has their own way of doing business. The
result is a system that is extremely feature rich but also has the capabilities, configuration,
customization and SYSPRO e.net solutions functionality to tailor the system for maximum
effectiveness.
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SYSPRO World Class

AFFORDABLE
SOLUTION
Since its inception, SYSPRO has been dedicated to producing technologically superior business software
and providing it at a cost that small and mid-market companies can afford. Today, more than 14,000
companies in 60 countries enjoy the benefits of the SYSPRO solution, which continues to fuse cost
effectiveness with overall value.
Many of the world’s leading business enterprises can testify to the true power of the pragmatic, yet
visionary SYSPRO software, including the important role it plays in helping them compete successfully.
SYSPRO customers represent some of the world’s most prestigious companies with highly challenging
requirements. Established and emerging manufacturers and distributors continue to leverage the SYSPRO
enterprise solution to further their growth and business objectives.
SYSPRO remains focused, responsive, reliable and dedicated. With offices around the globe catering
to the local needs of geographically defined regions, serving a wide variety of manufacturing and
distribution entities and vertical markets such as Food & Beverage, Medical Devices, Machinery &
Equipment, Computer & Electronic Products, Electrical Equipment & Components, Automotive and
Consumer Products. Moreover, SYSPRO software is offered through networks of highly qualified
SYSPRO business partners and consultants, as well as through a collaborative, customer-focused,
direct approach. SYSPRO’s in-house intellectual capital and expertise on many levels serve to enhance
the value of SYSPRO solutions.
SYSPRO is a well established cornerstone of excellence, quality, functionality and customer satisfaction.
SYSPRO is a company that listens and responds – a true long-term dependable supplier of software and
services. SYSPRO is a company on which customers can rely.
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Total Value

Cross System Communication

Manufacturers and distributors benefit from
SYSPRO solutions in their continuing quest for
a true competitive edge, enabling them to seize
opportunities as well as formulate strategies for
growth. SYSPRO provides superior financial
management and cost savings, facilitates greater
efficiency, ensures tighter inventory controls, enables
last-second production schedule adjustments,
optimizes single and multi-site operations, generates
accurate forecasting, enhances control over
the supply chain, speeds order turnaround and
deliveries, enhances customer satisfaction and
accommodates regulatory compliances. As a result
of its inherent feature set, lower cost of ownership
and a rapid return on investment, SYSPRO is the
“replacement system of choice” for both established
companies upgrading their information technology
and/or for emerging companies looking for a rock solid
ERP solution backbone. SYSPRO provides the highest
total value to customers – a pragmatic, visionary and
affordable solution.

SYSPRO e.net solutions, including the Document
Flow Manager and EDI (Electronic Data Interchange),
facilitate transaction and communication between
disparate systems.

Supply Chain Management
SYSPRO enterprise software creates the foundation
for more successful supply chain management,
optimizing insight into the enterprise to reduce
operational and supply chain costs, enhance decision
making and respond more quickly to customers and the
economic climate. SYSPRO solutions enable growing
companies to maximize the planning and management
of business processes to better position themselves in
their respective markets, ensure customer fulfillment
and, ultimately, to improve bottom-line results.

Best-of-Breed
SYSPRO software is a complete, best-of-breed
solution that delivers outstanding value that is based
on exceptional price, performance and functionality.

Product Development
A worldwide design committee concentrates on
identifying current user needs and world trends to
recommend product enhancements. One of the
objectives is to maintain product “openness.” This
openness permits users to easily add operational
solutions that enable them to successfully compete in
their respective industries. SYSPRO’s revolutionary
Fluid Interface Design is exemplary of identifying a
need and producing a viable, open solution. Such
SYSPRO product advances have been recognized
with prestigious industry awards. In 2011 SYSPRO
was honored with the People’s Choice Stevie Award for
Favorite New End User Software Product and the Tech
America Terman Award for “Supply Chain Consulting”
Software.
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SYSPRO

Strategic Advantage
“PragmaVists” are visionary, but pragmatic IT
purchasers — buyers who are not hung up on
technology for technology’s sake, but demand a
unique combination of robust, proven, yet current
technologies. SYSPRO customers seek visionary
evolution for their businesses – not destabilizing
revolutionary change, and they are not willing to
shoulder the risk attached to either newer market
entrants, or the shackles imposed by the “Big 3” ERP
giants.
For business leaders, SYSPRO delivers the right
combination of powerful fiscal controls, corporate
governance capabilities, predictive insights into
trending and the ability to react quickly to change.
With its experience, longevity and established track
record, SYSPRO is the pragmatic and visionary
solution that can help companies meet their business
objectives
SYSPRO enterprise software helps manufacturers
and distributors to gain a 360o real-time view of
operations. Additionally, the software promotes cost
savings, faster inventory turns and reduced lead
times while helping to maximize profits and enhance
the customer experience.
SYSPRO offers rich functionality across all midmarket manufacturing and distribution organizations,
with distinct differentiable functionality aimed at the
medical device, electronics, machinery, equipment
and food industries. With feature-rich capabilities, the
adeptness to scale and the ability to evolve, SYSPRO
offers fast-growth companies the ability to expand
rapidly and cost effectively.

Support of Lean
With SYSPRO, supporters of Lean principles have
a strong platform from which to merge business
processes, workflow, analytics and reporting. Lean
provides one of the most productive contexts for
organizational growth and operational efficiency. It
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VISIONARY...
YET PRAGMATIC
is a strategy for remaining competitive by identifying
and proactively eliminating wasteful steps in
products/processes. SYSPRO relentlessly provides
the capability to adapt to changing processes,
improve operations and increase both productivity
and profitability.
Companies within the mid-market manufacturing
and distribution sectors utilize SYSPRO to achieve
operational benefits that continually drive their
businesses forward. SYSPRO solutions reflect
Lean’s basic goal of “getting more done with less” by
eliminating waste, minimizing inventory at all stages
of production and shortening product cycle times
from raw materials to finished goods.
SYSPRO customers benefit from inherent stable
functionality of the SYSPRO offering, coupled with
a powerful platform independent development
environment and unique user interface that allows
specific business requirements to be extended
without changing source code and without version
dependencies. SYSPRO customers have the option
to move at their own pace by leveraging the flexibility
of proven sound technology.

Security Focus
SYSPRO offers multiple levels of security with
encrypted passwords, module and program access
control at the group or role level, and field and
function access control at the operator or role level.
Advanced security options limit operator access
to key information such as banks, branches and
warehouses. Menus, dashboards & triggers can all
be defined at the role level.

v

Tailoring your Solution

Ease of Use

SYSPRO believes that users should be able to tailor
the software to suit individual requirements and
improve efficiencies. For example, each SYSPRO
module can be configured using flexible setup
options, while the SYSPRO Power Tailoring Bundle
offers numerous ways to tailor the SYSPRO product:

SYSPRO software is characterized by ease-ofuse features that streamline daily repetitive tasks.
Examples of this functionality include: user defined
fast menus and wizards (step by step prompts);
task-oriented screen designs and support for
multiple-interfaces; extensive on-line help; and the
ability to accomplish all data entry using keystrokes,
if required.

SYSPRO

e.net

solutions,

a

component-based

architecture, facilitates Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) by integrating other best-of-breed applications,

Archiving Data

maximizing business-to-business trading and leveraging

Through the use of industry accepted XML
archiving and cascading style sheets, authorized
users can dynamically view history on-line or
through a standard web browser. This manner
of archiving allows users to store files off-line for
security or other practical reasons. Archived data
can also be easily retrieved for the purpose of
creating new items, such as work orders.

wireless connectivity. The SYSPRO Document Flow
Manager, a component, eases collaborative commerce
by automating document flow between trading partners.

v

SYSPRO’s Fluid Interface Design enables SYSPRO
users to utilize common actions like drag and drop
to move or create custom fields, delete and restore
fields, tailor forms, move items to background status
and perform a myriad of other customization actions

Electronic Signature and Compliance

to elevate performance

Electronic Signatures offers another level of
security that can be configured at system,
company, role, group or operator level, and can
facilitate compliance with regulatory requirements
such as FDA, and Sarbanes Oxley. Electronic
Signatures provide the facility to authenticate
the operator as a transaction is performed,
as well as activate triggers for integration to
third-party systems or notification via e-mail.
The system can be configured to maintain a
summary and detail transaction log for auditing
purposes.

extend the functionality
Scripting to leverage

levels.

Users can easily

of default fields with VB
the power of SYSPRO e.net

solutions or interfaces defined by data sources and
systems outside of the SYSPRO

v

environment.

SYSPRO’s powerful Role-Based Interface provides the
ability to tailor and control the interface per role within
the organization. New users can be linked to a role to
automatically benefit from the customized user interface.

v

SYSPRO’s Customized Panes and Executive Views
allows the users to create their own customer
views

and

forms

with

VBScripting,

Information Visibility

and

With visibility of inventory across single or multiple
locations, SYSPRO software excels in multi-site
and virtual inventory management, including
dimensional inventory and remnant put back for
selected vertical industry segments, including
plastics, metals and woods.

customize the SYSPRO product with dashboards and
executive views for instant access to critical data.

v

SYSPRO Office

Integration

promotes

efficiencies

by connecting to SYSPRO ERP from within Microsoft
Outlook,

Office, Excel

and other Office solutions.

SYSPRO Power Charts lets users customize visual
views of data.
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Back Office Financial Solutions

Inventory Management

The heart of any business is a solid financial system,
and cash flow is its lifeblood. A CFO’s decisions can only
be as dependable as the financials at hand.
Powerful SYSPRO financials give CFOs confidence
and certainty in an evolving marketplace.

The test of any best-of-breed manufacturing or
distribution system is its ability to effectively manage
inventory. Complete inventory visibility is critical to
meeting fulfillment commitments, enhancing customer
satisfaction and achieving profitable operations. With
visibility of inventory across all locations, availability
and scheduling issues are minimized, and inventory
levels can be optimized. SYSPRO software excels in
single, multi-site and virtual inventory environments.
Throughput and efficiencies are enhanced, and
frustration endemic to inventory intensive operations
is eliminated. Cash flow benefits are achieved by
eradicating the unnecessary holding of obsolete,
excessive and slow moving stock items. Inventory
Forecasting and the Families & Groupings module,
which form part of the Inventory Optimization
solution, are indicative of SYSPRO’s customer focus
and commitment to helping enterprises reduce the
high overhead costs associated with maintaining
inappropriate inventory levels.

SYSPRO accounting modules provide comprehensive
financial and cost accounting functionality and controls.
In fact, over the years SYSPRO financials have been
applauded and certified by many of the most influential
national accounting software publications and
organizations. By providing audit trails, access control,
drill downs and report writer assists, SYSPRO financials
also enable companies to readily address federal
compliance guidelines, such as Sarbanes-Oxley.
Financial data is always current thanks to real-time
integration between SYSPRO financial, distribution
and manufacturing modules.
An executive view provides executives and
other decision making users with real-time
snapshots of the company. The executive view
is defined per user or role and is created quickly
and easily using standard templates of critical
business metrics, financial ratios, custom
panes, reports, websites, etc. Real-time alerts
can be associated with any object in the view
allowing users to be notified immediately when
certain conditions are met.

Inventory Features
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Enterprise Performance

MANAGEMENT

Business
users
whose
organizations
have
implemented ERP systems know that the data needed
to run the business is stored in the system, but have
often found it difficult to access and make use of the
data for decision making. Enterprise Performance
Management (EPM) solutions allow business users
to carry out the planning; monitoring and analysis
functions that they need to ensure Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) and performance goals can be
achieved.

SYSPRO EPM tools can be deployed on standard
SYSPRO screen views providing users at all levels in
the organization – from executive to operator – with the
information they need to ensure their work contributes
to, and is in line with, the goals of the organization:
 Executive Dashboards
SYSPRO Executive Dashboards is an interactive visual

 Financial Analysis
SYSPRO Financial Analysis comprises a set of tools

analysis solution. Seamlessly integrated into the SYSPRO

which allow managers to forecast and perform what-if-

ERP solution it provides executives with monitoring and

analysis on financial data. The tools include:

what-if analysis tools to leverage their investment in ERP to

n

Cash flow forecasting

strategic advantage.

n

Financial ratio analysis

n

Budgeting and planning functionality

 SYSPRO Analytics
SYSPRO Analytics provides a multi-dimensional view of
pre-defined Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) covering all

 Boardroom Quality Reporting
For financial and operational reporting,

SYSPRO

aspects of the business. Transactional data is extracted and

Reporting Services (SRS) has the functionality to

populated into SYSPRO Analytics data warehouses, from

produce high quality reports and documents as well as

which Analytics cubes can be created. Although SYSPRO

visual analysis capabilities. SRS uses Crystal Reports

Analytics has its own viewer, any front-end tool (such as

which provides flexibility for designing reports to almost

Excel) can be used to access Analytics data. Alternatively,

any requirement. SRS reports are version independent

an Analytics session can be set up within any SYSPRO

so companies can upgrade to a new version of SYSPRO

application.

without negatively affecting their customized reports.
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Distribution

LOGISTICS

As margins continue to shrink and competition
grows, wholesalers and distributors must move
goods along the supply chain in the most efficient
and expeditious manner. SYSPRO software
facilitates the transition from a “traditional value
chain” to a “strategic value chain” by providing the
technology foundation and in-depth supply chain
information, from the beginning to the end of the supply
chain and all points in-between. It facilitates sales
analysis for market planning, demand analysis for
replenishment planning and cost/revenue analysis for
profitability decision purposes pertaining to contracts,
quotes and channel product mix. It provides the ability
to trace items back to the source, track them from the
source to their current location and identify all cost
elements associated with the movement of the goods.
The software furthers contract management, crossreference labeling, returned merchandise authorization
and tracking by serial or lot number. Additionally, realtime, seamless integration to customer relationship
management provides the benefits of partner
relationship management and sales force automation.

The SYSPRO solution is characterized by order
fulfillment
flexibility.
The
software
features
unparalleled resources for single and multi-site
operations, single and multi-warehouse/multi-bin
sourcing and costing, global shipping, accurate
landed costs for importers, purchase order options,
quoting and estimating, serial and/or lot number
tracking and counter sales for make-to-stock retail.
Additionally, it offers an automated shipping system
that facilitates the cost and timesaving ability to
consolidate
orders on one invoice or multiple
deliveries on one order or across multiple orders.

Internet Buy and Sell Side Solution
SYSPRO’s comprehensive distribution capabilities are
further enhanced through Internet buy and sell side
solutions. SYSPRO e.net solutions provides customers
with access to information, order visibility, on-line selfservices and greater communications - all integral to
the critical concept of value-added fulfillment. At the
same time, it enables SYSPRO software users to take
advantage of Internet transmissions of purchase orders,
production schedules and electronic procurement using
supplier catalogs.

Procurement

W/H and Inventory
Managment

Supply Chain Visibility
CRM

Data Access
and Management

e-Commerce

Sales and Logistics
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(Multi-Mode)

MANUFACTURING
Where the production of a product is usually
a combination of standard items and items
custom-designed to meet the special needs
of the customer.

MAKE
TO
REPETITIVE
ORDER

Manufacturing Models

Where the product is assembled to
SUBcustomer specifications using standard
parts after receipt of a customer’s order. CONTRACT-

ING

Setups, inventory, and manufacturing
lead times are minimized by using
production lines, assembly lines, or cells.
Work orders are no longer necessary.

ASSEMBLE
TO
ORDER

Sending production work outside to
another manufacturer.

Where products are produced according to customer
specifications involving unique engineering design or
significant customization. Each customer order results in
a unique set of part numbers, bills of material, and routings.

ENGINEER
TO
ORDER

CONFIGURE
TO
ORDER

MAKE
TO
STOCK

Where the products
Where the production of discrete products produced are standard items
has unique or customer properties that can with volumes based on
be prototype parts or complete items.
expected demand.

(Definitions courtesy of APICS - the Educational
Society for Resource Management)

By supporting a wide range of discrete production methods, SYSPRO software gives manufacturers the flexibility and
agility needed to remain competitive in a changing marketplace. Today, suppliers are under increasing pressure to
meet customer-mandated deadlines, configure product to order, manage inventory and run the shop floor efficiently
against the backdrop of changing business models and an uncertain economic climate. The software’s functionality
offers the tools by which discrete manufacturers can outmaneuver competition in the short-term and emerge as
leading suppliers in the long run. SYSPRO enterprise software facilitates the efficient management of distributed
operations across separate locations, multiple modes of production, synchronized scheduling between locations and
work centers as well as engineering change management across sites or entities.
Within one system, SYSPRO enterprise software supports the control, integration and synchronization of a variety
of manufacturing process methods. The software is extremely powerful in its ability to address the manufacturing
environment by applying rules-based dimensional product configuration; allowing the definition of percentage bills of
material, facilitating engineering changes; formulating multi-level estimates for custom items; managing inventory in
single and multiple warehouses and/or single and multiple bin locations; and achieving finite planning that encompasses
real-time control of the factory floor. Many prominent industry publications and organizations have given high ratings and
awards to SYSPRO for manufacturing software excellence. SYSPRO software supports both short and long production
runs in the following manufacturing models are listed above.
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Front-Office Solutions

CRM

360° Visibility
The SYSPRO comprehensive “front-office” Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) solution lets users
track and manage all customer and supplier touch
points. Customer correspondence, status, vendor
relationships, marketing campaigns, service tickets,
product returns, warranty, repair histories, quotes and
sales order information are monitored and recorded.
This capability provides a 360° view of all internal and
external business relationships. CRM enables sales,
marketing and customer support personnel to work
collaboratively within the enterprise to achieve total
customer satisfaction.

CRM
Front Office

Marketing

Sales

P fice
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CRM Environment
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CRM

CRM Data Accessibility
SYSPRO sales force automation, marketing and
service CRM applications are contained within a single,
comprehensive module that gives a complete, in-depth
view of the customer. Users can control all aspects
of the customer management and sales cycle from a
single screen, improving effectiveness and empowering
employees with the tools to deliver effective and
profitable products and service.
Research shows that over 60% of CRM implementations
fail due to the lack of integration with other systems,
lack of user acceptance and the inability to quickly
customize systems to match specific business
requirements. What these points really tell us is that
most CRM solutions do not offer the level of database
integration that companies really need to gain superior
insight and win competitive battles. SYSPRO CRM is
an exception. It offers tight integration with the ERP
modules, providing the wealth of real-time data that
furthers sales, customer visibility and service.
SYSPRO CRM also offers powerful synchronization
features and web tools to facilitate remote and offline access via browser, laptop and web-enabled
portable or handheld PDA devices. These features
enhance marketing, lead capture and field sales
efforts, expanding the opportunity to increase sales
and profitability.

SYSPRO

e.net solutions

SYSPRO e.net solutions consists of:
 Business Objects – A software developer library of components
 Web-Based Applications – An out-of-the-box web solution that accesses the business objects and
provides a web-browser user interface
 Document Flow Manager – A facility to exchange electronic documents easily by retrieving and
processing them automatically as they arrive

Business Objects

Document Flow Manager (DFM)

SYSPRO e.net solutions delivers SYSPRO’s discrete
business functions and functionality as discrete
“objects”of code (Business Objects). Users can then
access these Business Objects using any Microsoft
.NET enabled development tool such as VB.net,
Java, C# and ASP.NET. External applications interact
and communicate via the Business Object. Through
this technology, the SYSPRO system creates an
open framework and accessibility while retaining the
integrity of the SYSPRO business logic. Client specific
applications that conform to the user’s individual
business processes can be quickly and cost-effectively
developed in this dynamic environment. SYSPRO can
be enhanced to meet company specific requirements.

Business-to-business is about sharing data between
trading partners. For example, a sales order arriving
via e-mail into the back office system may prompt a
request to purchase goods from a supplier. Thus, you
have a sales order document coming in and a purchase
order document going out.
The Document Flow Manager allows SYSPRO
customers to exchange documents (e.g., sales and
purchase orders) more easily than ever before – and it
forms a key part of facilitating collaborative commerce.
The Document Flow Manager automates document
flow. Documents can be retrieved automatically and
instantly as they electronically arrive at a company.
The Document Flow Manager provides a powerful
way of automating business processes. Incoming
documents (defined using XML data) can be tracked
and posted directly into the SYSPRO ERP system.

Web-Based Application
These applications leverage the Microsoft .NET
framework to deliver the SYSPRO ERP system via a
connected or mobile web browser. They are constructed
using ASP.NET – a unified web development platform
designed to build enterprise-class web solutions. The
user interface can be customized to suit end-user
requirements.

Documents can be transformed from one format to
another using either the Document Flow Manager
itself or more sophisticated products such as BizTalk.

“…the return on investment in the SYSPRO
solution was realized far more quickly than
the company had anticipated.”
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Technology

FOUNDATION

SYSPRO continues to pursue a long-term strategy of delivering cutting-edge enterprise software and unlocking value
through providing the latest technology foundation to its customers. SYSPRO’s pragmatic, yet visionary approach to
development allows customers to leverage innovative technology for maximum results.

Microsoft .NET
SYSPRO leverages Microsoft .NET framework to deliver
SYSPRO e.net solutions, an open component-based
software framework that enables an SOA strategy.
SYSPRO e.net solutions provides a highly cost-effective
way for SYSPRO customers to integrate applications,
trade across the Internet, maximize business-tobusiness trading and leverage wireless connectivity.
The framework can be utilized to give authorized
individuals the ability to interact with SYSPRO software

data over the web and from remote devices, including
pocket PCs and cell phones using WAP technology.
It provides a structured way of directly accessing
the business functionality within SYSPRO software
while maintaining the software’s built-in business
rules and security. In addition to enabling important
business functions such as remote purchase order
entry and inventory status determination, SYSPRO
e.net solutions also facilitates the integration of
select best-of-breed applications with the SYSPRO
best-of-breed enterprise solution.

Product Architecture
Presentation Layer (H2M, M2H, M2M)
Synchronous Communications

HTTP

FTP

SOAP

Asynchronous Communications

POP3/SMTP

Web-based Applications
ASP.NET

Document Flow Manager

WSDL

DFM

.Net Framework

XML

SMB

RPC

COM Library

DFF

DFE

XSLT

CDO

MSMQ
Business Objects
General Ledger

Distribution

Manufacturing

Customer Relationship Management
SQL/C-ISAM DATABASE
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Reporting Tools

Financials

Workflow Service Host
SYSPRO Workflow Services uses key functionality
from the .NET Framework 4.0, such as Microsoft
Workflow
Foundation
(WF)
and
Microsoft
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), and
communications with various applications via SOAP
and HTTP, facilitating rules-based control over
business process.

Office product such as Word or Excel. The SYSPRO
calendar is fully integrated into Microsoft Outlook
with full seamless transparent synchronization of all
calendar entries and related information including
tasks and notes.

Database Backbone

The XAML Presentation Controls, working off
a Windows Presentation Foundation reduces
complexity and allows for extended customization by
making it quicker and easier to deploy changes to the
way data is represented.

The Microsoft SQL Server database backbone
option provides premier RDBMS power. It ensures
true scalability, data integrity and facilitates data
analysis through data warehousing, data mining and
OLAP. Third party programs may access SYSPRO
data in order to extend system functionality to other
productivity tools.

.NET User Controls

Business Process Management

User controls written using any .NET language can
be integrated directly into any customized pane within
SYSPRO. This provides greater accessibility and
visibility of information from any application.

SYSPRO provides many tools to manage the design
and communication of business processes, as well
as the administration of the systems used to execute
these processes.

Crystal 2008

SYSPRO’s Role Management helps you streamline
complex administration tasks by providing centralized
management of the design of security, eSignatureauthentication and the user interface, for SYSPRO
companies, groups and operators.

XAML Presentation Controls

The adoption of Crystal 2008 in SYSPRO Reporting
Services enables Crystal Dashboard Designer®
support within any SYSPRO Report and the full
designer capabilities available in SRS.

Crystal Dashboard Designers

®

Crystal Dashboard Designer , a product that delivers
next-generation visual analysis tools, has been
applied in the SYSPRO Dashboards to provide an
interactive visual view of a company’s data.
®

VBScripting
A sophisticated syntax editor for the VBScript IDE is
provided as well as more advanced ways to create
list views and forms in customized panes. A new
notepad object for customized panes allows you to
add a notepad to any application and for any key field

SYSPRO’s unique “trigger” capability allows realtime monitoring of mission-critical information with
the ability to send notifications to any functional area
of the enterprise or supply chain, launch programs,
third party applications or customized procedures
from pre-defined initiation points within the SYSPRO
application.
A built-in workflow engine SYSPRO Workflow
Services (SWS) enables you to streamline end-to-end
business process activities within SYSPRO, as well as
to create efficient interactions between SYSPRO and
external touch points.

Mirosoft Office Integration
SYSPPRO Office Integration (SOI) is a Microsoft
Office Business Application (OBA) designed to extend
the functionality and value of SYSPRO by providing
a seamless integration with the SYSPRO system
from within Microsoft Office Applications. Using
SOI, anyone in the enterprise can access SYSPRO
information directly and securely within a Microsoft

SYSPRO Process Modeling (SPM) includes a set of
baseline business processes and role definitions that
serve to guide the on-line modeling, development,
definition and publication of the blueprints of your
business processes, structures and KPIs, along with
how these will be implemented in SYSPRO and why.
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The following pages highlight SYSPRO functionality in its primary application with emphasis on key corporate benefits
and key system proficiencies:

Financial Feature Highlights
Key Corporate Benefits
Increase corporate visibility, low cost of ownership (LCO) and favorable return on investment (ROI)
Improve budgetary control and reduce accounting and audit costs through streamlined financial processes
Enhance global corporate performance through international financial consolidation and risk management capabilities
Improve global competitiveness through easy-to-view, accessible, real-time financial and performance information
Improve cohesiveness of corporate operational management worldwide enabling effective global strategic management
Increase liquidity through faster financial consolidation and reporting
Extend financial processes to the web or integrate to other applications using SYSPRO e.net solutions









Key Proficiencies

General Ledger
Structured GL hierarchy
Business process filtering with access control
Sophisticated GL structure analysis query
Alternative currency revaluation
Commitment accounting
Drill down to sub-ledger and ledger details
Merging and consolidation of ledgers
Automatic reversal of journal entries
Multi-currency reporting and revaluation
Multiple budgets
XML/HTML financial report generation
Statistical analysis
Apportionment templates
Unlimited and flexible retention of history
Manual, recurring and standard journal entries
Full audit trails and period end worksheets
Real-time financial ratios available for viewing or
printing



















Accounts Payable
Local and foreign currency with multiple
banks/branches
Recurring monthly invoices
Multiple ledger distributions per invoice
Maintains history of receipts and invoices
Cash forecasting and suggested payments
Extensive tax support (TAX/VAT/GST/PST/QST)
Electronic funds transfer capability (Sub-module)
AP to AR contra capability & GRN suspense
accounts
Revalue foreign invoices
Process concurrent payment cycles
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Electronic Fund Transfer





Electronic payments to AP and Cash Book beneficiaries
Views pending payments
Optional XML extract
Trigger for easy extract of local banking requirements –
country specific requirements are available, e.g., USA
NACHA, SA and Australian

Activity Based Costing







Replaces traditional overhead cost accumulation
Apportion costs more accurately by attaching
user-defined elements of cost to each transition
point per individual stock item (e.g., purchasing,
manufacturing of an item or selling a product)
Runs ABC costs in parallel to traditional costing
methods during implementation
Track recoveries
Analysis reporting

SYSPRO Functionality

FINANCIAL

Fixed Assets

Cash Book


Detailed reconciliation of local/foreign currency










banks
Recurring monthly deposits/withdrawals
Inter-company transactions
Cash projection facility
On-line check printing
User-defined remittance and check formats
Currency variance reporting
Payroll integration
Bank transfer facility












Accounts Receivable














Local and foreign currency transactions
Master/sub account relationships
Recurring monthly invoices
Multiple branches and ship-to addresses
Transaction posting to current or previous periods
History and balance capture facility
Integrated deposit slips for bank reconciliation
Open item or balance forward accounts
Customer stock code cross-reference
Variable invoice aging methods
Proof of delivery record
Bad debt identification
Revalue foreign invoices

Book and tax depreciation calculations
Various depreciation methods
Profit/loss on sale of assets calculations
Book depreciation on purchase or depreciation
date
Updates depreciation and accumulated
depreciation
CAPEX control and revaluation of assets
Detailed asset history by location
Three alternate valuations for analysis
Asset count procedure
Master/sub asset relationship

“SYSPRO is the center of our universe - when it
goes into SYSPRO, it drives everything else.”
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Distribution Feature Highlights
Key Corporate Benefits
Reduce unnecessary capital expenditures by improving asset allocation through more effective and transparent inventory
management
Improve supplier performance through comprehensive reporting
Increase client satisfaction by establishing, monitoring and managing a feasible on-time delivery plan
Plug into distribution functions using web-enabling functionality and integration through SYSPRO e.net solutions
Full RMA and RTV functionality with integrated shipping and packing resulting in full visibility of inventory assets
Reduction in out-of-stock, obsolescence and shrinkage improving overall customer service








Key Proficiencies

Inventory Control

Purchase Orders

Multiple warehouses with multiple bins
Multiple units of measure per item
Average, last, standard, FIFO or LIFO costing
defined per warehouse
ABC calculations (Pareto Analysis)
Global selling/cost price changes
Alternative supplier and stock codes
Inspection receipting
Perishable good depletion (lot numbers/expiry
dates)
Notations for technical inspection and dangerous
goods
Track transfers with cost apportionment
Powerful serial number tracking
Efficient physical count functionality
Forecasting capability with true Inventory
Optimization
Order policies defined at warehouse level
Trade actual costs for traceable items





























Sales Analysis







Sales Orders/Invoicing


















Identify top customers and products
Sales-target-performance/achievement reports
Sales tax reporting, including GST, PST and VAT
Profitability analysis by invoice and detail line
Commission calculations
Comprehensive sales and budget reporting

Landed Cost Tracking

Multiple pricing methods including contracts
Foreign currency sales
Available to promise window
Credit limit and/or terms checking
Quick entry/quote system
Multiple ship to addresses
Minimum profit margin checking
Material safety data sheets
Back order review/release
Multiple deliveries with one invoice
Order intake analysis query
Supply chain transfers between locations
Load planning for delivery routes
Integrated shipping and packing system
Optional catch weight entry for accurate pricing
and inventory
Define order/delivery constraints per cusomter
Reserve stock per order for future delivery
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Volume and value control for purchasing
Report on promise dates for expediting
Supplier performance analysis
Receiving into inspection stock, WIP or expenses
Multiple pricing methods
P/O requisitions with authorization procedures
Supplier/stock code cross reference
Blanket purchase orders
Multiple jobs and/or warehouse per order
Define approved manufacturers
Export P/O in XML format







Establish reliable estimate of the landed cost of
goods
Select vendors based on shipping routes and costs
Retain archives of previous shipments
Maintain costs, routes, tariffs and exchange rates
Establish estimated time of arrival (ETA)

Counter Sales
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Full visibility of payments or deposits
Place sale on customer’s account
Multiple cash drawers and payment codes
Foreign currency sales
Accept payments in any currency

SYSPRO Functionality

DISTRIBUTION

Forecasting & Inventory Optimization












Reduce inventory and increase turnover
Improve availability and service levels
Optimize warehouse and factory utilization
Forecasting of expected sales
Forecast at item or warehouse level
Aggregation of forecasts by families and groupings
Pareto Analysis capability
Multiple algorithms including competition method
Algorithm tuning abilities
Ability to remove outliers and anomalies
Assign proxy item to forecast paid items

Product Configurator












Wizard style runtime selection
Create kit type configurations in sales orders
Mark-up percent against operation
Allow non-stocked and phantom components
Create stocked item based on configurations
Retain libraries of commonly configured items
Purge expired definitions and libraries
Accessible in quotations, sales orders, WIP and
BOM maintenance
Create job, sales order and BOM from within
quotations
Inclusion of criteria and user-defined comments
Facility to “replace where used”

Inventory Families and Groupings








Blanket Sales Orders and Releases






Record expected requirements, terms and
conditions
Weekly and monthly call-off schedules are received
Warn if contract terms are breached
Easy reconciliation and queries
Compare delivery of current and new releases

Return Merchandise Authorization





User-defined return codes and time frames
Automatic restocking charges
Immediate replacement cross-shipments
Create repair work orders within or out of warranty

Return to Vendor



Provide complete visibility of returned inventory
Track outstanding returned items and rejections

Warehouse Management Foundation





Provides infrastructure for bin-levil warehouse
management
Facilitates logical groupings of related warehousers,
as well as bins by primary function
Flexible configurated of dimensions & operational
information
Sophistocated sequencing for optimized pideing

Forecast at a higher level for improved efficiency
and more accurate forecasting
Establish families or groupings of SKUs for
forecasting purposes
Enables consolidating SKUs with different pack
sizes using an alternate common unit of measure
Forecast at regional or territory level by
consolidating warehouses for logistical or Supply
Chain purposes
Aggregate sales history of the families or groups to
enable a forecast at collection level
Disaggregate the group forecast back to SKU level
All standard forecasting features are available at
the family or group level
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Manufacturing Feature Highlights
Key Corporate Benefits
Reduce inventories, increase inventory turns and ability to meet client demand
Increase profits by improving productivity and reduce costs through minimal scrap and manufacturing waste
Increase production capacity and improve asset use thereby reducing unnecessary capital expenditures
Increase efficiencies by maximizing throughput and resource utilization by leveling off production peaks and troughs
Catch costly trends before they happen through automatic data checking and warning system when going out of
tolerance
Extend ERP to the shop floor and to trading partners using web enabling functionality and integration through SYSPRO
e.net solutions
Increase utilization through scheduling optimization
Lower costs by optimizing production
Eliminate data capture time by reviewing and accepting supply suggestions
Raise customer service with improved lead times and on-time deliveries












Key Proficiencies

Requirements Planning
Assists in planning materials and capacity
Rough-cut capacity planning
Gross requirements rules specified per item
Identifies over supply
Build schedule maintenance and consumption
Suggests jobs for manufactured items
Suggests purchase orders for purchased items
Suggests supply chain transfers between
warehouses
Powerful “what-if” features without affecting live
data
Sales forecasts consumption
Sub-contract purchase order creation
Bucketless system-select period to view at runtime
Include or exclude warehouse from calculation
Consolidate warehouses
Notification of lot expiration
Plans for co-products and by-products


















Engineering Change Control (ECC)
Assign product designs tasks to particular users or
groups
User-defined ECO workflow to manage product
changes
Retrieve archived revisions/releases
Drawing register per item
Automatically trigger events associated with each
action
Where-used query helps identify items and
orders affected by a Change Order
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Lot Traceability








Two-stage inventory receipting
Goods receipt, inspection control and
documentation
Shelf life control of stock
Lot and serial number cross-referencing
Lot traceability module traces product life cycle
from raw materials to final products
Detailed query and reporting options
Optional unit quantity processing

Quotation/Estimating









Create a standard bill of material from an estimate
Build custom items with flexible inclusion of
material and labor
Include percentage markup on materials and/or
labor
Produce multi level estimates enabling linked
master/sub jobs
Automatically create sales order with supporting
purchase orders and/or jobs
Multiple offers per quote
Quote on stocked or estimated non-stocked items
Facility to “replace where used”

SYSPRO Functionality

MANUFACTURING

“We could never have managed the growth without SYSPRO. Through efficient job scheduling, it has
dramatically improved throughput and shortened lead times.”

Bill of Material



















Ghost/phantom parts supported
Multiple recovery rates per work center
Dynamic elapsed time calculations
Planning time fence calculations
Planning bills supported
Standard and “what-if” costing for comparison to
actual
Single or multi-level kitting identifies shortage
items
Full cost roll-up with stock revaluation option
Sub-contracted operations
Backflushing, single or multiple levels
Engineering, costing, planning and scheduling
profiles
Support batch BOM (% of net weight of parent)
Progressive scrap definition
Specify transfer time or quantity
Accurate planning and costing of co-product and
by-products
Supports multiple alternate routes
Supports manufacturing defined unit of measure
Flexible setup of concurrent operation

Projects and Contracts








Factory Scheduling









Work in Progress
















Labor posting with import facility
Milestone operations
Kit issues of both material and labor
Dynamic work center load leveling
Materials scrap analysis
Work center, employee and machine efficiency
reports
Advanced trial kitting
Master/sub jobs
Forward finite trial loading
Variance tracking
Copy job facility
Payroll integration
Detailed labor analysis
Flexible two-phased receipting
Reserve lots or serial numbers

Accurate profit calculations using an unlimited
hierarchy of heads, sections and sub-sections
In-depth queries on job and contract profitability,
current status of jobs, billings and cost of sales
Contract profitability at a glance
Progress reporting on contracts and jobs
Retentions, deposits and progress billings
Integrates to the General Ledger
Caters for stocked and non-stocked jobs/contracts



Choose simple or advanced scheduling
View the factory load in a Gantt chart
Highlight need for additional resources
Accurately model the physical factory
Optimize schedule by considering dependent
setup times
Manage multiple constraints such as machine,
tools, labor, etc.
Define transfer batches, maximum operation
spans and maximum delay between operations for
realistic planning
Consider availability of raw material and
components
Define advanced scheduling rules using filters and
user-defined scripts
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Enterprise

FEATURE
HIGHLIGHTS
Key Corporate Benefits


Improve strategic management by leveraging information through a fully integrated supply chain solution



Increase revenues through optimal client management



Flexible, scalable and adaptable architecture reduces ongoing software maintenance and management costs



New capabilities for business-to-business collaboration and business expansion



Leverage the Internet to streamline business processes with customers and suppliers



Improve efficiencies by customizing the user interface to match user requirements



Meet regulatory requirements with extensive security features, including flexible Electronic Signatures capabilities

SYSPRO e.net solutions

Executive Dashboards

Decrease operational costs by automating business
processes based on XML and Microsoft .NET
technologies



Interactive visual analysis solution





Simplified development environment for customizing
business functionality to suit end-user requirements

Provides decision-makers with monitoring and what-if
analysis on real-time data





Infrastructure facilitates integration with best-of-breed

Predefined dashboards enable an immediate view on
business processes



Access SYSPRO functionality via mobile devices



Provides flexibility to enhance the dashboards or even
build custom applications



Customize web-based applications to suit
requirements



What-if views of information



Visible through gadgets on a desk top





Automate the flow of documents between trading
partners with a stand-alone or BizTalk enabled
Document Flow Manager (DFM)



Supports localized user interfaces (e.g., messages
can be returned in multiple languages)

CRM Solutions

Analytics



Increase service levels with 360° view of customer,
supplier and prospect activities



Eliminate duplication of data entry with an integrated
solution



Monitor, measure and analyze information effectively



Reduce costs by automating repetitive processes



Make informed decisions based on the state of your
business



Track effectiveness of marketing campaigns



Manage and track your pipeline with sales
opportunities



Track service ticket, considering service level
agreements and warranty information



Scalable and customizable to meet specific
requirements



Export views to Excel and PowerPoint



Analyze trends and perform comparisons



Central company calendar and meeting scheduling



Customize look, feel and content of graphs, grids and
templates



MS Outlook integration



Extensive on-line search capabilities

Fast access to complex queries across all business
functions



Graphical marketing, sales and service metrics



Reporting Services

SYSPRO Workflow Services (SWS)





Automate and streamline end-to-end business
process activities within SYSPRO

Create reports to facilitate management and strategy



Run multiple reports simultaneously in the background

Create efficient interactions between SYSPRO and
external touch points



Dynamic filtering of report contents



Rapid retrieval of report history and access



Archive reports for auditing purposes



Schedule reports and email to relevant recipients



Custom design report fields, layouts and themes



Multi-format publishing



Change the look and feel of standard reports



Apply rules-based control over business processes



Promote process cohesion and collaboration among
process role-players
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USA & Americas

959 South Coast Drive
Suite 100
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
USA
Tel: +1 (714) 437 1000
Fax: +1 (714) 437 1407
Toll Free: (800) 369 8649
Email: info@us.syspro.com

Follow Us:
SYSPRO_USA
Joey/Benadretti
SYSPROAMERICAS
BLOG: responsibleerp.com

Africa and the Middle East
Block A
Sunninghill Place
9 Simba Road
Sunninghill
Johannesburg
2191
South Africa
Tel: +27 (0) 11 461 1000
Fax: +27 (0) 11 807 4926
Email: info@za.syspro.com

Canada
4400 Sominion Street
Suite 215
Burnaby (Vancouver)
Britsh Columbia
Canada
V5G 4G3
Tel: +1 (604) 451 8889
Fax: +1 (604) 451 8834
Email: info@ca.syspro.com
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Tel: +61 (2) 9870 5555
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Malaysia Toll Free: 800 812 655
Indonesia Toll Free: 0018 0306 121 62

UK & Europe

Baltamore House
50 Kansas Avenue
Salford Quays
Manchester
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M50 2GL
Tel: +44 161 876 4489
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